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Table 8.7. Instructions for Participants on Feedback
Details

Get familiar

Review feedback forms and read guidelines carefully

Study

Review your role and experiences from four perspectives:
(1) an individual participant, (2) an assigned character, (3) part of an assigned team,
(4) the simulation as a whole

Complete feedback forms

Answer feedback questions: provide information and evaluations, add explanations
where requested

Follow instructions

Abide by guidelines and schedule
Submit forms on time
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Task

Study
To provide accurate feedback, students should look back
and study what happened in the simulation. Some of the
feedback questions are informative, like questions on students’ academic institution or role in simulation, and can
be filled out immediately. Other queries, like evaluation
of achievements, require time for thought, study, and reflections before replying. Make sure your students understand that to address the questions in the different forms
they need to look at the simulation activities from four
different perspectives: (1) as an individual participant, (2)
as an assigned character (3) as part of an assigned team,
and (4) through an objective overview on the simulation
as a whole. Students should investigate the different perspectives and reply after revising the relevant issue. By
carefully differentiating between these perspectives, students can clarify the larger and more complex picture of
the simulation as a whole.

preset rules and follow instructions. The same is true with
feedback. Schedule restrictions and instructions for filling
and submitting forms affect the quality of all feedback activities; questions are repeated from one form to the other,
and many of them are later compared over time by the
educator to detect changes and progress. All participants
must be aware of timing and deadlines. With use of paper
forms in class the lecture slot imposes strict time limits.
Online procedures also impose restrictions since you can
lock these systems after a specific date and time so that
forms submitted late are rejected. Careful attention to all
guidelines lets your students benefit the most from their
feedback activity and increase the quality of the debriefing process, described in chapter 9.

Summary

Feedback is part of the simulation overview, which transforms the simulation from a theatrical stage where interactions occur to a serious teaching tool and an innovative
Feedback is a solitary activity. To avoid being affected by analytical device to study world politics.
Feedback focuses on how the participants see the simgroupthink on individual responses, each student must
submit feedback individually and on time. This requires ulation. It is an essential student activity that sums up
students to select the most appropriate option in multiple- informative data on the participants and their simulation
choice questions and provide a short and reasoned re- experience and provides evaluations of the learning progsponse in the open text questions. Students should an- ress, from their individual perspective. The chapter deals
swer all required questions and might find it interesting with the feedback plan you prepare, by looking at matters
to address optional questions as well. They need to bring of focus, method, and schedule. Then it outlines procefeedback forms to class on time or submit them online, dures that translate the plan into an operational tool for
depending on the method and date the educator chooses. implementation: prepare questions, create and distribute
forms, back up and analyze data. The chapter ends with
instructions for participants designed as a brief synopsis
Follow Instructions
of the steps students need to take to fulfill feedback activAll academic courses and the ones that include simula- ities properly.
tions in particular require order so students must abide by
Complete Feedback Form

